Arriving at Résidence République

From Roissy/Charles de Gaulle airport (north of Paris)

- **Taxi:** A taxi will take about 45-50 minutes and costs 50€ (tip included—please note that in Paris, tipping in taxis tends to be minimal. Most Parisians simply round up or add a euro or two.). Simply look for the Taxi signs at the airport, which will direct you to the taxi station.

- **Reserved Shuttle:** An alternative and slightly less expensive way to get from the airport to Paris is to go through a private door-to-door shuttle service. One option is Paris Shuttle, which charges 25€ for 1 person, 20€ per person for 2 people, and the price per person decreases as the number of people increases. These shuttles book up quickly, and especially during student arrival, so it is recommended that you reserve in advance. You can reserve by phone or online at [http://www.parishuttle.com/](http://www.parishuttle.com/).
Getting to Résidence République

- **Public Transportation:** To use public transportation, either catch the shuttle in the terminal or simply walk through the airport to the RER station (the regional train system) “ROISSY/CHARLES de GAULLE.” Purchase a ticket for Paris, it should cost around 10€, and take the next train that leaves. All trains go to Paris. Get off at the stop GARE DU NORD and change to the metro line #5 going in the direction toward PLACE D’ITALIE. Take this line three stops and get off at station REPUBLIQUE, where you will need to change to line #3, direction GALLIENI. Go two stops to station SAINT MAUR and exit the metro station.

From Orly airport (south of Paris)

- **Taxi:** A taxi will take about 40 minutes and costs 35€ (tip included). Look for the Taxi signs at the airport, which will direct you to the taxi station.

- **Reserved Shuttle:** An alternative and slightly less expensive way to get from the airport to Paris is to go through a private door-to-door shuttle service. One option is Paris Shuttle, which charges 25€ for 1 person, 20€ per person for 2 people, and the price per person decreases as the number of people increases. These shuttles book up quickly, and especially during student arrival, so it is recommended that you reserve in advance. You can reserve by phone or online at [http://www.parishuttle.com/](http://www.parishuttle.com/).

- **Public Transportation:** To use public transportation, purchase a ticket for 9.30€ and take Orlyval to ANTHONY. Once there, change to the RER B line going north toward Paris. Get off at the stop GARE DU NORD and change to the metro line #5 going in the direction toward PLACE D’ITALIE. Take this line three stops and get off at station REPUBLIQUE, where you will need to change to line #3, direction GALLIENI. Go two stops to station SAINT MAUR and exit the metro station.